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About This Game

Retro Hacker simulates hacking from a computer terminal with a text based operating system like DOS and is in early access.
There is no mouse support, no sound, no music and no graphics. There is just text. Retro Hacker simulates what hacking could

of been like in the early 90's and is inspired by the open game play of other hacking simulators. Retro Hacker allows you to
crack passwords, avoid traces, download/upload files and infiltrate secured systems.

Current Features
-13 different side missions with an infinite amount

-13 story missions
-helpful programs purchased with money earned through missions
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Title: Retro Hacker
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Matthew Diaz
Publisher:
Matthew Diaz
Release Date: 13 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 Compatible Graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 MB available space

Sound Card: None

English
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It's hard to explain why this game is so seductive for me. Probably that is because it reminds me of the era when we had no
decent games and the computer itself was a toy.

It takes about 6 hours to complete the main story, which contains more than just hacking and stealing data, so quite exciting and
nostalgic. Ah, since explaining what are nostalgic leads to spoilers, I can't talk a lot about this. Plus, the game has procedural
missions that I get a craving for playing sometimes when getting tired of games full of sound and visual effects.

The in-game operating system has command history for only 4 lines and no function of search path. Of course, this means you
need to move the current directory before executing program files in the folder. (Wow!) Therefore, I recommend this game
only for keyboard addicts or who are planning to be so.
However, all files in the virtual computer are duplicated correctly under your game folder. In other words, you can open emails
and documents with your favorite text editor instead of reading them on the console. This is a fairly rare feature that I wish
many other games to copy.

When interacting with the computer in a world without sound or color (although the game reproduces the really nostalgic and
hard-to-see blur of composite video) and my thoughts go to a man whose life is ruined by my hacking, I feel I understand why
hackers of old compare computing to Zen. Yap, I overstated a bit.
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